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Network for Computational Nanotechnology
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nanoHUB.org
MISSION:  Support the National Nanotechnology 
Initiative by designing, constructing, deploying, and 
operating a national cyber-resource for nanotechnology 
theory, modeling, and simulation.
3It Happens Here
nanoHUB.org stats
• 180 simulation tools
• 2300 total resources
• 161,000 users past 12 months
5180 tools online!
• Past 12 months’ user activity
– 138,000 downloaded content
– 49,000 interacted with site more than 15 minutes
– 9,800 ran 364,000 simulation jobs
• 575 scientific papers cite nanoHUB.org
• 379 courses at 131 institutions have used 
nanoHUB.org
• Powered by HUBzeroTM
Wikipedia Contributions
16 animations deployed Jan 2010 on ~30 pages
Brings 700 visitors for 1,000 visits monthly
Punjabi
Italian
German
nanoHUB.org on  iTunes U
One of 68 “institutions” 
allowed in
iTunes U Beyond Campus
Alongside:
MoMA, 
The New York Public Library, 
Public Radio International, 
PBS stations
Deployed
350 content items
10,000 downloads / month
Web Server
Platform for Scientific Collaboration
Maxwell’s
Daemon
Physical Machine
Virtual Machine
Tools powered
by Grid infrastructure
Virtual economy for
incentives and
managing resources
“YouTube” for simulation
and modeling tools
Integrated visualization
Little bit of social networking:
e.g., Questions & Answers
Secure
execution
environment
Cyberinfrastructure for Running Tools
Maxwell’s
Daemon
Middleware
Physical Machine
Virtual Machine
Content
Database
Rendering Farm
tool session cluster
nanowire job
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Rappture:  Rapid Application Infrastructure
Scientist
• Works with your favorite
programming language
• Open Source
• Online at http://rappture.org
• Used by 180 projects and
200 developers
Rappture =SimulationCode
Supporting hundreds of projects
nanoHUB.org
281 Tool Projects
Year of Development >>
Hundreds of Developers
Hundreds of Tool Projects
Registered
Created
Uploaded
Installed
Approved
Published
Automated infrastructure is easy to manage
HUBzero Team
0.5 FTE
Managing Tool
Contributions
Hubs ‘Я Us
• Feb 2007: 1 hub
• Feb 2008: 5 hubs
• Feb 2009: 8 hubs
• Feb 2010: 21 hubs
Each hub has its own
funding stream
HUBzero: an organization
with Recharge Center
hubzero.org
HUBzero Consortium
hubzero.org
• Four founding members
• Ongoing development of HUBzero core
• Documentation:  http://hubzero.org/documentation
• Dissemination and support, yearly conference
Recent Workshop
April 13-14, 2010
Indianapolis, IN
Open Source Release!
Tutorial Tracks:
• Setting up a new hub
• Managing hub content
• Creating and publishing scientific tools
• Extending hub functionality through PHP/web programming
http://hubzero.org/hubbub2010
University Place
Conference Center
Value proposition for publishing 
• In Isaac Newton’s day researchers communicated 
their ideas and results to the community via 
exchange of letters
• Evolved to the Journals, Proceedings we use today
• Value proposition to authors (contributors):
– Community recognition
– Citations by others in the community
– Promotion of career
• Value proposition to readers (users):
– Access to vetted content
HUBzero value proposition
• HUBzero generalizes the concept of publishing
• Value to authors (contributors):
– Share more than ideas and results – share tools, 
educational materials, and data (can imagine)
– Citations by others in the community
– Wider use of tools accelerates research, learning, and 
career (with attitude and culture change)
– Promotion of career (with culture change)
• Value to users:
– Access to vetted (with community participation) content
– Ability to vet simulation-based research
A New Way of Publishing
zotero
Dragica Vasileska
Faculty Incentive
Tool usage 
reading papers
7,835 users
Proof of Impact!
Great in Proposals!
Expose quality
Schred 97 citations – listed with 
tool information
2222
Schred
developers
Schred citation network
A course on nanophotonics
Shaikh Ahmed
• Infused nanoHUB into 
existing classes
• Built nanoelectronics 
curriculum
• Used nanoHUB for research
Next Generation Faculty: 
Get images from annual report
6,183 users
8 tools
Usage at SIUC
Post Doc
at Purdue
Faculty at
SIUC
Recently Dr. Ahmed was promoted to tenured Associate 
Professor. I would like to emphasize that Dr. Ahmed's use 
of nanoHUB in education and research, which earned him 
national and international visibility, did play a significant 
positive role in his early promotion case
Glafkos Galanos
Chair, Dept. of Electrical and Computer Engineering, SIUC
The Science Gateway Dream
Research ..the..
Why is it so hard?
The Science Gateway Dream
Research
There are worlds between…
6 Criteria
for Successful
Science Gateways
1: Outstanding content
• 723 nanoHUB authors to date
• NCN-supported tools
• Reviews
• Ratings
• Questions & Answers
• Exposed usage data
• Citations list
2: Commitment to usefulness
3: Utterly dependable technology
3: Utterly dependable technology
Less than 20 hours
downtime last year!
4: Rapid content deployment
Content adaptation support team 
Rappture Toolkit
5: Open usage and assessment
6: Sustaining business model
• Who benefits?
– Sources of demand
• Funding sources?
– User pay or third party
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HUBzero™ Roadmap
George Adams and Michael McLennan
HUBzero Consortium
36
Elevate computing and software development to 
the same level of reproducibility and peer review 
as traditional publishing.
Creating the tools to enable community authoring of 
content to share between teachers, as well as enabling 
and enforcing the proper relationships and data privacy for 
teacher/student and teacher/class relationships. 
Challenges: Dealing with large data sets, 
usability, visualization
Grand Challenges
Federated access to the hub so I can integrate 
a variety of web resources and so my users 
can seamlessly access resources in multiple 
security domains. 
Feedback from
our survey
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How will HUBzero grow?
The best way to predict the future is to invent it.
Alan Kay
Release 1.0
Computational
Capacity
Digital 
Stewardship
Data 
Management
Collaboration 
&
Scientific 
Processes
2020
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Fingertip Access to Tools, Cycles, Results
nanoHUB.org Middleware
• $1.35M NSF SDCI award, Michael McLennan (PI)
• Redesign Rappture for sweeps/optimizations
• Release HUBzero as Open Source
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Improve Connection to Diverse Computing Resources
Instant-On Computing for nanoHUB.org
• $1.4M NSF ARRA award, Gerhard Klimeck (PI)
• Execute jobs without waiting in a queue
• Make TeraGrid “wide” and “open”
• Partner:  UT / Oak Ridge National Lab
Cornell MATLAB Cluster
• $660K NSF ARRA award, David Lifka (PI)
• Send nanoHUB.org MATLAB jobs to
• Cornell cluster
Pharmaceutical Engineering Pipeline
• $1.9M NSF CDI award, Rex Reklaitis (PI)
• Build a workflow system for Rappture-based models
• Study pharmaceutical performance in diverse
• patient populations
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Build collections of data and tools that mine it
Cancer Care Engineering - cceHUB.org
• Led by Ann Christine Catlin
• Built a Rappture-like spec for databases
• Support analysis of blood samples
Network for Earthquake Engineering Simulation (NEES)
• $105M NSF project across 14 institutions
• Share/analyze experimental data
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Federated Identities via InCommon/Shibboleth
Single Sign-on for researchers from multiple institutions
• Use institutional credentials
• Login is transparent with little additional overhead
• Logins managed institutionally so there is confidence in the real identities
• Authentication credentials can be carried to multiple resources with one login
• As new staff/faculty come on board, they are automatically authenticated
Indiana University - IndianaCTSI.org
• Bill Barnett, Director of Advanced IT Core, IUSM
• Indiana is the first CTSA org to accept InCommon
• NIH pushing InCommon
• Uses it on their sites (eg., CTSAWeb.org)
• NSF moving toward InCommon
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Discovering Content
Seed Project: Recommendation engine for nanoHUB.org
• Luo Si, Assistant Prof in Computer Science, Statistics
• Suggest resources based on similarity and access patterns
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Digital objects archive
New visualization modalities:  Paraview, VISIT, GIS
Integration with Facebook, LinkedIn, Skype
…
What do you want?
Data Collection and Curation
Tools for Innovation, Analysis, and Simulation
Data Accessibility and Information Sharing
Looking forward    
Make a “wish”
http://hubzero.org/wishlist
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Why publish a simulation tool?
